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Growing Your LinkedIn Network!

In your growing LinkedIn network, how can you strengthen your professional relationships?
For starters, you can send a thank you reply when someone invites you to connect or accepts your
personalized (always personalize!) invitation.
Not many people do this (yet), so if you want to stand out in a new connection’s mind, send a thank you.
You can test this out on your own network. Tap on “messaging” at the bottom of your LinkedIn mobile
app screen and scroll through your messages.
Notice how many people sent a personal reply to your connection request. Do they stand out among
the messages that simply say, “Joe Bloggs is now a connection”? Absolutely they do.
To make it easy to reply on a regular basis, set aside a few minutes each week to respond to LinkedIn
requests and to send personalized requests to people you met that week or anticipate meeting soon.
Scan the person’s profile to see what you have in common (e.g. employers, schools, activities, etc) and
what catches your interest. Maybe they published something on a topic of interest to you or have
successfully tackled a problem similar to one you have been having.
You can create a standard 3-sentence reply to tailor as appropriate for each connection. Try keeping it
in an easily accessible place, whether it’s a Word Document, Notes on your phone.
And as with all networking, it’s important to focus on the other person, rather than on yourself. Be
interested in learning more about them or in helping solve a problem for them.

Note:
Never try to sell your products or services in your first number of messages. Remember they are only
getting to know you first.
Think about it this way, if you where introduced to a person for the first time would you hand them a
contract in the first few seconds or would you get to know them first and learn how you can help them.
My guess is the second one, people engage with people the KNOW, LIKE and TRUST first. Take the
time to understand how you can build those relationships first.

Don’t Click that Connect Button!

One of the most inpersonable actions you can take on LinkedIn is just clicking on the connect
button on your Network Page on the platform.
What it does is show that you are just building those connections without meaning and
relying on the numbers to get you noticed on LinkedIn. Yes it is the easy option but when has
Networking ever been easy and long lasting that will turn into meaningful relationships.
So stir clear of just clicking the connect button, instead click on the person photo to open up
their profile so you can learn more about them. This will help you gain a better understanding of
who the person is, what they do, their level of expertise and who they are connected too.
If you like what you see and feel you could have common ground or interest, reach out by
sending them a personal request note to connect.
Studies have shown sending a Personal Request Message improved your rate of acceptance of
LinkedIn Connections by 65%
Source LinkedIn.com

Understand Your Potential Connections !
LinkedIn gives you the opportunity to reach out and connect with potential clients, customers and
collaborators. Never has it been easier to gain a deeper understanding of people and what interests them and
who they are connected too.
These elements can give you a great gateway to start conversations and open doors to building strong
relationships.
Take for example if we wanted to connect with Laura we can learn an extensive amount of information
about her from her profile on LinkedIn.
This will help us to establish a connection with her from the
outset.
Information we can garner from her profile include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Area of Expertise: Social Media & Digital Marketing Officer
Employment: Great National South Court Hotel
College Education: Limerick Institution of Technology
Mutual Connections: 136
Mutual Groups: 4

This is only some of the information we can learn from the top
section of her profile we could also dig deeper and add a lot
more detail from the other sections on her profile.

Add a Personal Note to your connection request, this works on
so many different levels.
1. Show you care about connecting with this person
2. Show you have put time into researching them
3. Show you have taken time out to craft the Invitation Request
Writing a LinkedIn Request should be personal to the people
you wish to connect with.
So add some of your own personality and let them know you
have viewed their profile and put some context around your
research.
.i.e: “I see we have mutual connections”
The person receiving the request will be inclined to accept
your request when a personal note is added.

Answering Connection Requests
Now that you have reached out to connect and your network has accepted your request don’t just
leave them there and never connect again with them.
After reaching out and inviting your network to connect, the second most important action you need
to take is to thank them and start building that relationship. Likewise if someone reaches out to you
and you accept, make sure to send them a message thanking them.
We have some examples for replies to connection requests:
EXAMPLE 1. Thanking someone for inviting you to connect
Hi (First Name)
Thanks for reaching out. Glad to be in your network.
(Comment on something you have in common or something you’re interested in learning more about them)
Look forward to staying in touch.
Thanks,
(Your First Name)

EXAMPLE 2.
Hi (First Name)
Thanks for accepting me into your Network here on LinkedIn.
I was thrilled to receive your comments and feedback on my post update. I really appreciate you taking
the time out to reply.
If you enjoyed that piece of content you might be interested in some of my blogs.
You can find them on my website. (Insert here Direct Blog Page from Website not Home Page)
Look forward to your hearing from you soon
Thanks
(Your First Name)

Answering Connection Requests
Example 3. Thanking someone for accepting your invitation
Hi (First Name)
Thanks for connecting.
(Comment on something you have in common, something you’re interested in learning more about
them, or some way you might be of help to them)
Look forward to staying in touch.
Thanks,
(Your First Name)
(Any relevant contact info, like your website or other active business-related social media handles such
as Twitter)

EXAMPLE 4.
Hi (First Name),
Thanks for reaching out to connect with me here on LinkedIn. I see we have a mutual connection in
(Connected Person)
If there is anything I can help you with please get in contact with me.
Please see below for more details about me
Details of Media Pack or Website
I also host a Weekly Series if you are interested in watching my Live Stream or Listening back to my
Podcast.
If you host a Live Stream series or Podcast you could add the links here
I also host two Podcasts which you may be interested in.
Once again thanks for reaching out and hopefully you may find some of this information useful.
Talk to you soon
(Your First Name)

Answering Connection Requests
EXAMPLE 5.
Hi (First Name)
Thanks for connecting with me, I see we both studied at (College or University Name)
I attended from (Year to Year)
Would be delighted to catch up and have a chat about your time there and see who we both might
know.
Thanks for reaching out and Talk to you soon.
(Your First Name)
Note: (This type of reply can also be used if you worked in the same organisation or company)

EXAMPLE 6. Influencer Acceptance
Hi (First Name)
Thanks for accepting my request to connect, I have being following your content and find it very insightful
and informative.
Pick one of their pieces of content and reference it and let them know what value you received from it.
Looking forward to chatting with you soon.
Thanks again for connecting .
(Your First Name)

These are some examples of reply messages you could send out, you can also customise your own to
suit the connections you are trying to build into your network.
Stage 3 of the process is not to forget your connection. Keep in contact with them through commenting
on their content and liking their updates. If you keep these strategies in place you will stay front of mind
in your connection radar and they will be more inclined to engage with you and build a strong
relationship with them .

LinkedIn Ninja Tips

•

Add a small thumbnail photo of yourself to your connection messages,
this helps you stand out when everyone is just sending text replies.
See example for details

•

Another great ninja tip is to send your written reply within 24 hours of connecting and then two days
later send a voice message to the same person thanking them in person for connecting with you.
Note: You can only send voice messages through the Mobile LinkedIn App.

•

Finally after a week or so goes by after connecting with the person, reach out by message and ask if
they would like to jump on a call with you over the phone or on a zoom or skype call.

These strategies have been tried and tested and they work. I have increased my level of connections by
triple the amount by implementing these simple steps.

Please feel free to reach out and connect with me on LinkedIn
You can also follow me on all of the Social Media Platforms
I provide one to one or group training session on Social Media Platforms
and also offer a 30 minute complimentary Discovery Call
Kompass Media provides Digital and Social Media Consultancy Services
www.kompassmedia.ie
www.alan-hennessy.ie
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